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Detail a corps value
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But inevitably “Missa Brevis”
belonged to Francisco Ruvalcaba
in Limón’s role of the outsider,
who sees but cannot join the community of the faithful that surges
around him and even cradles him
in a moment of anguish.
In an interpretation of great
nobility, Ruvalcaba made you feel
the man’s longing for connection
and also the honesty of his
isolation, just as the corps avoided
false piety and seemed to bask in
reflected spiritual radiance.
At the very opening, for
instance, while Ruvalcaba
watched from the side of the
stage, women inside a tight cluster
of dancers began to rise up into
the air – lifted by unseen partners
but seeming to ascend into the
light on their own. Miraculous.
As a supplement to these Limón
masterworks, the company performed “Recordare,” subtitled
“The Pageant of Ciudad de Santa
Maria de los Milagros.” Choreographed by former Limón student
Lar Lubovitch, this 5-month-old
novelty used Elliot Goldenthal
music composed for “Juan Darien:
A Carnival Mass” and evoked
Mexican Day of the Dead
entertainments.

In its own way, the work is
beyond criticism: You can’t complain that it’s sloppy because it
depicts improvisational amateurs.
You can’t complain that it’s crude
because sex and violence indisputably belong to this kind of
folk celebration. You can’t complain that it trivializes the Day of
the Dead because that festival
creates a cozy camaraderie between this life and the afterlife.
But if you performed “Recordare” on the same program as
Martha Graham’s 66-year-old “El
Penitente,” which also looked at
Latino ceremonies through the
prism of modern dance, you’d see
Lubovitch’s empty pictorialism
and glib appropriation of cultural
artifacts for what they are: too
little, too late.
The reason we need major
moderns such as Limón and
Graham on our dance menus is not
just because they’re part of our
artistic heritage but because
they’re often better than contemporary choreographers who
attack the same scores, subjects or
themes. If the Graham company is
on the ropes, the millennial Limón
dancers still satisfy and inspire –
and Saturday was the proof.

